
NITROCELLULOSE PRODUCTS

Tried and True. Our single-component products of  Nitrocellulose 
technology have withstood the test of time. Their ease of use, 
superior flexibility and high build make them perfect for furniture, 
moldings and all commodity based production. These products are 
specifically designed to help assure adhesion in the kinds of multi-
step systems used for years in the furniture industry.

CHEMLACK Topcoat**   (available in water white and amber)

CHEMLACK has been a permanent fixture for decades in high production facilities throughout the world. Available in either 
amber or water white in the container. These products are excellent for use with multi-step finishes, e.g., glazes, toners 
and pad stains. Quick drying with great workability, they have excellent flow characteristics designed to work within your 
environment. When dry times are critical, it’s recommended to use this group with compatible sealers that have been 
designed for speed. They are easily repairable and consistently deliver great results.

CHEMLACK WHITE Pigmented Topcoat**
When cost is a consideration on a pigmented project you don’t have to sacrifice the “look” for the $$$; these products 
consistently deliver a mar resistant finish that can easily be tinted to meet your color needs. Products are available in 
all stock sheens: 20, 35, 50 and high gloss 90. These are the same as their clear counterparts listed above. High solids 
designed for use over a multitude of primers.

CHEMLACK EXPRESS Topcoat**   (available in water white)

When your product requires a quality finish at a competitive cost, you don’t have to walk away. This one is designed for 
speed. It has a quick dry formula that still gives good build and applies easily. And, like its counterparts, it is excellent for 
use with multi-step finishes, e.g., glazes, toners and pad stains. Not recommended for use over light color stains, colors or 
natural woods like maple and pine.

CHEMLACK EXPRESS WHITE Topcoat**
CHEMLACK EXPRESS WHITE Topcoat is a scratch resistant, single-component Nitrocellulose lacquer that provides good 
depth and a nice, smooth surface. The product dries rapidly and has a smooth feel when fully cured. 

CHEMSEAL Sealer**   (available in amber) 
This Nitrocellulose sealer comes ready to use in a fast dry, quick build, easy-to-sand formulation. Designed to deliver
user-friendly performance under our full range of Chemlack products.

Additional Products: CHEMVINYL**, CHEMVINYL HS - see our Vinyl Sealers technology sheet for these products.
For other sealer options, contact your local representative.
For additional information refer to the individual product information sheets.
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**        Available in 275 / 550 VOC compliant



NITROCELLULOSE PRODUCTS

CHEMBASE Pigmented Primer**   (available in white and black)

Economical, fast drying and versatile, this product is designed to build and fill. Developed in an easy-to-sand formula
to deliver both speed and quality. This base can be tinted or applied as is. It can also be applied in multiple coats due to 
its superior flexibility.

Additional Products: CHEMVINYL**, CHEMVINYL HS - see our Vinyl Sealers technology sheet for these products.
For other sealer options, contact your local representative.
For additional information refer to the individual product information sheets.
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